
Bringing back clean water
to the countryside
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Who’s involved?

The Partnership

The Million Pond Project is a partnership co-ordinated by Pond Conservation, together
with Amphibian and Reptile Conservation. The project could not have got off the ground
initially without major funding contributions from The Tubney Charitable Trust, Biffa Award,
Countryside Council for Wales, Natural England and Defra. And it could not have succeeded
without the effort and resources of its major partners including Amphibian and Reptile
Groups of the UK, British Aggregates Association, Buglife, Defence Infrastructure
Organisation, Environment Agency, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Forestry Commission,
FWAG, Ministry of Justice, Mineral Products Association, One World Wildlife, Plantlife,
Restore UK, RSPB, Tanner Trust, The Aquatic Coeloptera Trust and the Dulverton Trust.

And since its start, many thousands of other individuals and organisations have contributed
to the project’s success. We would like to thank everyone who’s got involved – both for their
effort and enthusiasm. They include:

� The many organisations and individuals who provided funds to support the project team
and the Pond Digging Fund for BAP species.

� The landowners and land managers who were inspired to create new clean water ponds
on their own land – and on other people’s!

� The individuals and organisations who have provided so much knowledge and data
to the project.

� Those who supported the delivery of the training course programme by providing free
venues and pond sites to visit.

� The contractors who did a fantastic job of excavating clean water ponds – sometimes
at difficult sites, and who will now take this knowledge forward in their work.
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The Million
Ponds Project
team with Alan
Titchmarsh at
the project
launch in 2009,
at Philip Mould’s
fine arts gallery
in Mayfair,
London.
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The Million Ponds Project is a national partnership
to protect our freshwater wildlife by creating new
networks of clean waterbodies across the UK.

Ponds are exceptionally rich wildlife habitats. They typically
support around 70% of all the freshwater species found in
lowland landscapes, including more rare and protected species
than rivers, lakes or ditches.

Ponds pack all this biodiversity into a really tiny space: only
5% of the water area that is taken up by lakes, rivers, streams
and ditches.

At a time when around 90% of our lowland waterbodies are
degraded, and many pollution problems seem intractable, the
Million Ponds Project is using pond creation as a simple, cheap
and effective way to bring back clean water to the countryside.

What is the Million Ponds Project?

The Million Ponds
Project…

� Protects freshwater
biodiversity at a
landscape-level

� Creates new habitats
for threatened species

� Guards against the
impacts of climate
change

� Inspires and changes
attitudes and
challenges mindsets

� Sustains our
freshwater wildlife
for the long term
– for everyone to enjoy
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Just completed! A new clean water pond located on the Lizard
Special Area for Conservation in Cornwall. The pond was specially
created for threatened plants that need shallow water, including
three-lobed water-crowfoot, pillwort and yellow centaury.
It’s just one of 29 new clean water ponds created here over two
years by the Cornwall Wildlife Trust, the National Trust and
Defence Infrastructure Organisation, with the support of
Natural England.
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The Million Ponds Project is a 50-year initiative.
Its first phase (2008-2012) has aimed to create
networks of clean water ponds across England and
Wales. Just as importantly, the project has sought to
change attitudes so that pond creation is embedded
as a routine activity in land management practices.
To achieve its aims, the project:

� funded new ponds and pond complexes for threatened
freshwater plants and animals

� provided technical and on the ground support for pond
creation

� engaged with and trained a wide range of stakeholders

� published best practice information in the extensive Pond
Creation Toolkit, including the BAP species map

� raised the profile of ponds with policy makers and the media

With financial support from Biffa Award, the project team
worked with landowners and managers to create over 1,000
ponds for around half (49) of the 105 rare and declining pond
species that are a national priority for conservation action under
the UK Government’s Biodiversity Action Plan.

We know that we have already exceeded six of our seven project
targets. The final numbers for the last target – creation of at least
5,000 clean water ponds by partners and others – are still being
counted, and will be reported in November. We are sure that this
final target will be easily exceeded!

The first phase of the Million Ponds Project has been a
resounding success – and we now aim to ensure it continues
to deliver, long into the future.

The first phase of the Million Ponds Project
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Achievements
2008-2012

� 1023 ponds dug
specifically for BAP
species through the
Biffa Award Pond
digging fund alone
(Target: 1000 ponds)

� 60+ organisations
involved
(Target: 50)

� 50+ factsheets produced
for the online toolkit

� 1016 people trained
at 57 events

� 520+ site visits
(Target: 500)

� 14% of new ponds
monitored
(Target: 10-20%)

The record breaking ‘50 Pond
Challenge’ saw 25 volunteers dig
50 clean water ponds in 8 hours on
a nature reserve in Essex. The team
of enthusiastic pond makers included
volunteers from Amphibian and
Reptile Groups (UK, London, Essex),
Amphibian and Reptile Conservation,
Pond Conservation and students of
Writtle College.©
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(Target: 6 core factsheets
plus species and step-by-step
guides)

(Target: 800 people at
up to 60 courses)



Training for pond creation

Training workshops included both indoor and outdoor sessions… sometime the weather
was great, sometimes not!
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Landowner Martin Hole tells freezing
Environment Agency staff why he created
so many ponds and scrapes on his farm on
the Pevensey Levels.

A beautiful day in the Brecon National Park,
perfect to show future pond makers why

temporary ponds may look dry and bare, but
can be wonderful habitats for wildlife.

Training course attendees design their perfect
pond creation scheme in class at this course

based at the Field Studies Council Preston
Montford Centre.

Mineral industry attendees are shown the
ideal at Thames Water’s Pinkhill Meadow,
Oxon. This 20-year old pond complex is now
one of the most diverse pond sites in the
UK – by natural colonisation alone.
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The BAP species map helps everyone make ponds for threatened plants and animals.
The web tool tells you which pond Priority species (also known as BAP species) live
in your local area, what they need to survive and how you can create new habitats
specially tailored to attract and sustain them.

Many individuals and organisations have contributed to this web tool, bringing new information into
the public domain. The map was developed in collaboration with Nature After Minerals, with funding
from the Aggregates Levy Sustainability Fund. A dedicated section of the map allows aggregate
extraction operators to see which Priority species occur near their working areas, and illustrates
how they can help to provide new habitats for these plants and animals.

The BAP species map
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Over 100 Priority species are associated with ponds, and most of these need clean
water too, so clean water pond creation is an excellent way to protect populations
of our most endangered plants and animals.

In the past four years of the Million Ponds Project, over 1,000 waterbodies have been specifically dug
for Priority Species. To help the process, Biffa Award provided a £500,000 Pond Digging Fund (including
10% match funding provided by donations) to support capital work for the creation of ponds on ideal
sites, where new waterbodies can strengthen and extend vulnerable populations of plants and animals.
Overall, 1023 ponds were created by a wide range of organisations to benefit 49 BAP species. At an
average of about £500 per pond this is high quality habitat creation that is excellent value for money.

Individual pond schemes varied greatly in scale, type and cost. For example, the community group Wild
Derby, with the support of Derbyshire Amphibian and Reptile Group, created three ponds for common
toad at Woodlands School for less than £200. In contrast at the RSPB’s Malltraeth Marsh in Anglesey,
27 new ponds were created at a cost of £16,000 for wetland birds and rare plants such as pillwort,
lesser bearded stonewort, and tubular water-dropwort.

The Pond Digging Fund for BAP Species

Ponds created for our
rarest BAP species

Some examples:

Number of
clean water
ponds

Grass-poly 10

Lesser silver water beetle 5

Mud snail 8

Marsh clubmoss 125

Natterjack toad 47

Pillwort 140

Pondweed leafhopper 14

Sharp-leaved pondweed 15

Shining ram’s-horn snail 43

Spangled water beetle 13

Tassel stonewort 32

Tubular water-dropwort 109

Yellow Centaury 33

Ponds created for more
widespread BAP species

Some examples:

Number of
clean water
ponds

Common toad 686

Bechstein’s bat 73

European eel 64

Great crested newt 467

Northern lapwing 247

Otter 302

Tree sparrow 82

Water vole 266

Many hundreds of ponds have been made for
our rarest BAP species. For some species like the
highly threatened pondweed leafhopper, now
known from only four ponds nationally, its habitat
has potentially increased by over 300%!

Widespread BAP species will benefit from the
new pond schemes specifically designed for them,
and also from those targeted at rarer species, which
will provide breeding and feeding sites, and increase
landscape connectivity for animals like great crested
newt and common toad.
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The Pond Digging Fund for BAP Species – example
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Beacon Hill

The Radnorshire Wildlife Trust created
17 ponds on Beacon Hill as part of their
Heather, Pillwort and Pools Project, of
which six were funded by the Million
Ponds Project’s Pond Digging Fund.
The new pools were aimed at expanding
a small population of pillwort on the
common. They will also benefit fairy
shrimp (left), an elusive invertebrate
species which only lives in temporary
ponds.

Altcar and Formby

The Sefton Coast has a string of sites
which support the rare and declining
natterjack toad. To help maintain
struggling populations, ten new breeding
ponds have been created at two of these
sites, Altcar and Formby, owned by the
Reserve Forces and Cadets Association
and the National Trust, respectively.
Successful emergence of toadlets in
2012 was featured on regional TV news.

Bramshill Woodland CompPembrokeshire IAP

The Countryside Council for Wales,
working with the National Trust and
private landowners created 13 ponds at
four designated sites in the Pembrokeshire
Important Area for Ponds for the rare
plants three-lobed water-crowfoot,
pillwort and yellow centaury (left).
These new clean water ponds will also
benefit more widespread BAP species
such as birds, bats and grass snake.
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Waterdale

A local naturalist coordinated this
scheme and worked with two
landowners and volunteers from
Natural England and North Yorkshire
County Council. The aim was to provide
new habitat for an isolated population
of the rare tassel stonewort. A total of
nine small ponds were created – seven
hand dug. Only a few months later,
tassel stonewort had already colonised
three of the ponds!

Grove Farm

Suffolk Wildlife Trust created nine
new ponds at Grove Farm, where
conservation and commercial farming
are working side by side. The scheme
will improve connectivity for great
crested newt, which is scarce at
the site.The ponds are now being
monitored for plants and animals
by volunteers from the Blackbourne
University of the Third Age, under
the supervision of local naturalists.

Ant Valley Fens

The RSPB, the Broads Authority and
Butterfly Conservation collaborated
to create new open water habitat –
from large turf ponds to small grassland
ponds. Monitoring work at the RSPB’s
Sutton Fen, where 39 ponds were
created, reported that Norfolk hawker
(right), great water-parsnip and
shining ram’s-horn snail have already
colonised, as well other rare plants and
invertebrates. In the words of the
warden:‘We should have done more!!’

The Forestry Commission, working
with Plantlife, created 40 ponds at
Bramshill, a restored mineral site
with a variety of habitat types
including lakes, heathland and
woodland. A whole range of BAP
species will benefit from the new
ponds – which will nicely
complement the larger lakes –
including the rare marsh clubmoss
(left) and pillwort, and also water
vole and common toad.
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The Pond Creation Toolkit

� Make sure the pond has natural,
non-polluted surrounds – like
unfertilised grass, woodland
or moor.

� Don’t link the new pond
to stream or ditch inflows
– they bring in sediment
and usually pollutants.

� Don’t add topsoil in or around
the pond – it adds too many
nutrients.

� Locate the pond where it won’t
be exposed to impacts during its
lifetime – minimise disturbance
from duck feeding or dogs.

� Leave the pond to colonise
naturally – don’t stock with
plants, fish or other animals.

How to create a clean
water pond
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The toolkit illustrates simply many of the principles that need to be understood so that new pond
schemes are most beneficial to wildlife. For example here a pond complex is preferable to a single
waterbody.

GOOD
Single pond

The Million Ponds Project’s Pond Creation
Toolkit has over 50 free online factsheets
covering all aspects of clean water pond
creation, from drawing board designs to
finishing-off the completed job.

Developed with many specialist organisations and
individuals, the toolkit also contains 23 Species Dossiers
for over 40 BAP plants and animals together with
case studies showing what happens when things
go well – and sometimes, when they don’t!

The Species Dossiers provide easy to access, often new
information on where and how to create ponds for
some of our most threatened species. They also give
advice on how to manage sites to maintain
populations in the long term.

A special edition of the toolkit was produced for the
minerals industry to encourage pond creation as part
of mineral restoration schemes and the management
of restored sites. We know these ponds add to
landscape diversity and even very small ones can
support an amazing diversity of freshwater plants
and animals.

BETTER
Pond complex
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The Million Ponds Project’s Pond
Creation Toolkit: over 50 free online
factsheets with all you ever wanted to
know about clean water pond creation,
and how to use design to maximise
benefits for wildlife.

HABITAT FACTSHEETS

Designing ponds in:
• Woodlands

• Grasslands

• Heathland

• Wetlands and reedbeds

• River floodplains

FACTSHEET A1

Why make ponds
on aggregate sites?

FACTSHEET A2

Pond design principles
for biodiversity

FACTSHEET A3

Pond construction on
aggregate sites: good
practice guidelines

FACTSHEET A4

Ponds, a priority habitat:
best practice guidelines for
planners and developers

FACTSHEET A5

Integrating ponds with
aggregate afteruses

FACTSHEET A6

Great Crested Newts and
the aggregate extraction
industry

ADVICE FACTSHEETS

• Designing wildlife ponds in
areas with public access

• Designing wildlife ponds to
avoid the risk of birdstrike

• Planning permission advice

• Project costing advice

SPECIES DOSSIERS

Creating ponds for:
Plants
• Bryophytes
• Stoneworts
• Pillwort
• Yellow Centaury
• Coral Necklace
• Pigmy Rush
• Marsh Clubmoss
• Three-lobed

Water-crowfoot
• Brown Galingale
• Small Fleabane

Invertebrates
• One-grooved Diving Beetle
• Zircon Reed Beetle
• Spangled Water Beetle
• Oxbow Diving Beetle
• Ground beetles
• Lagoon Sand Shrimp
• Crystal Moss Animal
• Starlet Sea Anemone
• Pondweed Leafhopper
• Fen Raft Spider

Vertebrates
• Bats
• Water Vole
• Common Toad, Great Crested

Newt and Grass Snake

FACTSHEET 4

FACTSHEET 6

Planning pond creation

FACTSHEET 7

Constructing ponds

FACTSHEET 8

Managing ponds after
creation

CORE FACTSHEETS AGGREGATES TOOLKITSUPPLEMENTARY FACTSHEETS

CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDIES

FACTSHEET 1

FACTSHEET 2

FACTSHEET 3

About the Million Ponds
Project

Clean water ponds for
wildlife

Outline steps for pond
creation for wildlife

FACTSHEET 5

Locating ponds and finding
a clean water source

Pond design



Ponds in the landscape

Ponds can be created in any habitat type – woodland, grassland, heathland, wetlands
and river floodplains. However opportunities to create these vital biodiversity hotspots
as part of land management or restoration schemes are often missed.

We have recently made available a range of factsheets specifically to address this – showing that, on any
site from the lowlands to the upland, woodland to grassland, there are (almost always) opportunities to
both create ponds and improve landscape patchiness and connectivity.

To find out more, download the Habitats Factsheets from the Pond Creation Toolkit.

A vision for restoring the freshwater landscape on lowland
grassland – one of five artistic impressions from the Pond
Creation Toolkit’s Habitats Factsheets showing how different
types of clean water pond can be integrated in different
landscape types.
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The Knepp Wildland Project aims to restore land to
its state before intensive agriculture took its toll, and
to allow grazing animals roaming the estate to drive
habitat changes. For the freshwater landscape, it’s an
opportunity to re-create the small ponds and pools
which would have been abundant before the 20th
century’s drainage and land intensification.

A 10-year strategy was developed in partnership with
the Estate to create 10 clean water ponds per year for
the next 10 years. The new waterbodies will be left
to colonise and develop naturally – the management
provided by livestock grazing and poaching. Long-term
monitoring will show how these new ponds affect
regional diversity and populations of scarce species
on the Estate.

A pond strategy for the Knepp Estate

As part of their Living Landscapes Strategy, the Hampshire
and Isle of Wight Wildlife Trust has been working with the
Forestry Commission, the People’s Trust for Endangered
Species and a range of other partners to create 47 ponds
at 13 sites on the Isle of Wight. This work was co-financed
by the Pond Digging Fund, and aimed to enhance
landscape connectivity for Priority species, including
nationally important populations of barbastelle and
bechstein’s bats, common toad and great crested newt.

There are many opportunities to create ponds as part
of heathland restoration schemes, as shown here at the
Forestry Commission’s Bouldnor site, where nine ponds
were created following conifer felling. This site used
to support the rare pillwort and the trust is monitoring
the new ponds to see if the species, which has long-lived
spores, returns of its own accord now that grazing has
been restored at the site.

Connecting the landscape on the Isle of Wight

Existing clean water ponds on
the Knepp Estate support species
declining nationally because of
nutrient pollution, like fine-leaved
water-dropwort and water-violet.
New clean water ponds will provide
much needed shallow water habitats
for these species, as well as amphibians,
reptiles and wetland birds.



Spreading the word
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Jeremy Biggs, Director of Pond Conservation (left)
discussing watery issues with HRH The Prince of
Wales at an event at Clarence House celebrating
The Tubney Charitable Trust in February 2012.

Because so many people work with ponds, getting information to everyone is a big
task and the project has been doing this in a variety of ways.

From local news to the national press and Hansard – the record of Parliamentary speeches – we’ve been
trying to cover all the bases. There was good coverage in national and regional media, and articles in
more specialist publications like British Wildlife and Conservation Land Management, amongst others.
Partner publications carried articles publicising the aims of the projects, the Pond Creation Toolkit,
training courses and the support available from our team of regional officers.

The Million Ponds Project was also featured as a case study in the Blueprint for Water Campaign.
The Natural Environment White Paper included the innovative BAP species map as a case study,
and made special mention of the importance of creating clean water ponds.

From the Natural Environment
White Paper, June 2011:
They are often overlooked, but small water
bodies such as ponds and ditches play a
critical role in supporting ecosystem services
(intercepting, storing and routing water and
nutrients, transporting and transforming
carbon, and supporting biodiversity). Ponds
alone support 70% of freshwater biodiversity
and more endangered species than lakes,
rivers, streams or ditches. Land managers
and communities can add diversity to
ecological networks in an inexpensive
and highly effective way by creating small
clean water bodies across the countryside.

Ponds and small water bodies

From specialist and partners magazines to the
media, the importance of clean water ponds has
been widely publicised. Here articles on the BBC
website, in British Wildlife and in the Ministry
of Defence’s Sanctuary magazine.



Where next? Phase II
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The New Forest ponds support many
endangered freshwater plants and animals
including one-grooved diving beetle
and coral-necklace. A New Forest Pond
Strategy is currently being developed
with the National Park Authority and
the Forestry Commission so that these
freshwater hotspots are better recognised
and protected.

The Million Ponds Project is a 50-year initiative to create networks of clean water
ponds for freshwater wildlife.

The achievements of the first four years of the Million Ponds Project have laid an excellent foundation on
which to build the initiative’s 50-year goal of ensuring that the UK once again supports over one million
ponds. To help achieve this long-term aim, best practice information is now readily available to everyone,
and the importance of creating new clean water ponds has become widely recognised. Together, we have
shown how easy and cheap high quality pond creation is, how valuable for wildlife, and how satisfying
for people.

Phase II of the Million Ponds Project is now underway in England and Wales, running from 2012 to 2020,
including:

� Identifying Important Areas for Ponds (IAPs) nationally – these are core areas in which to protect
existing ponds, and from which stepping stones can be created into the wider countryside.

� Developing targeted landscape-scale pond creation projects in areas like the New Forest and
in more intensively managed landscapes, such as catchments in Oxfordshire and Leicestershire.

� Investigating the potential to further embed pond creation into national policy initiatives, such
as conservation credits, which could potentially create many thousands of clean water ponds in
the future.

� Working with academic partners to develop applied
research projects. We already know that pond
creation can enhance biodiversity at a local level,
but at a time when freshwater biodiversity seems
o be declining nationally, we need to assess how
far clean water ponds can help to enhance regional
freshwater biodiversity, and promote landscape-scale
dispersal processes.

In 2014 and 2015, we aim to expand the Million Ponds
Project to Northern Ireland and Scotland, with dedicated
country-wide initiatives that will spread the concept of
using ponds as one of the most cost-effective method
for restoring clean water to impacted landscapes.

A range of other new initiatives will also ensure that the
next few years will be an exciting time for pond creation.
Discussions with Natural England indicate that clean water
pond creation will be an important part of the England
Biodiversity Strategy objective to ensure that 90% of
Priority Habitats are in good condition by 2020 – with
thousands of new high quality ponds created each year
over the next eight years.
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email: info@pondconservation.org.uk

telephone: 01865 483 249

Pond Conservation: the Water Habitats Trust
c/o School of Life Sciences, Oxford Brookes University,

Gipsy Lane, Headington, Oxford, OX3 0BP

www.pondconservation.org.uk/millionponds

The Aquatic
Coleoptera
Conservation
Trust
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Tanner
Trust


